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beyond communicative competence
teaching culture in ESL

by harryhalty krasnick

it is paradoxical that communicative the complexity of everyday communica-
tioncompetence is sometimes treated as part is significant

of language rather than as social interaction
is of we alternate channels and mixstrictly speaking just as language part

culture so communicative competence is sensory effects like expert technicians
part of cultural competence even though we execute delicate bodily maneuvers
communicative competence is often des-
cribed

and choreograph our gestures with the
in such purely cultural terms as socio-

linguistic

rhythmic grace of dancers we change

appropriateness hymes 1974 or roles put on and take off masks and
social etiquette paulston & bruder 1976 stage our continuous performances
saville troike 1976 the role of culture like the most gifted of actors mon-

taguand & matson 1979xi1979 xiin ESL remains largely unexplored
certainly underdevelopedunder developed A conceptual
framework for incorporating culture into this the communicative competence of the
the ESL curriculum is offered below along native member of a group or society is cul-

turalwith several suggestions for modifying the competence much richness is lost
curriculum to include culture in taking a contrastive emily post ap-

proach paulston & bruder 197659
to communicative competence in ESL

communicative competence as cultural
competence language as social action

the relationship between culture and dewey saw language as fundamentally
behavior is and that inso deep so pervasive and primarily a social instrument cited

life it is taken for thateveryday granted in seelye 197413 malinowski considered
this is the way things are to the anthro-

pologist
it a mode of action and not an instrument

po logist however of reflection cited in hudson 1980109
there can be no such thing as this notion may be unfamiliar to those

natural behavior every kind of action whose primary concern is with language

carries the imprint of learning from in classroom settings but in everyday
life schutz 1972130 observedas com-
munication

feeding to washing from repose to
munication is for thissome purposemovement mauss cited in M

shared stevick who definesview is bydouglas 197393
language as purposeful behavior between

this applies above all to language and com-
munication

the same people 1976128
muni cation but while language is used actually this view is anything but eso-

tericfor communication and in communication people want to do things there are
it is not the case that language alone is established ways of doing most of them
communication in fact the role of lan-
guage

and language plays a major part in many
in communication is considered to be cases as everyone knows the point is that

less important than the nonlinguistic com-
petent

regardless of whether we also believe that
which includes use of space gesture doing things is languages most important

posture touch facial expression gaze odor function the basic truths that have shaped
bodily decoration dress artifacts and our thinking about communicative compe-

tenceconsumer goods see M douglas 1978 298 language is used in appropriate ways
montagu & matson 1979xii1979 xii widdowson and for communication must be supple-

mented197873 wolfgang 19791711979171 communicative competence is
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social competence argyle 1979154 and what its characteristics are and what
or interactional competence speier 1973 the effects are is not the point here what
59 is relevant for communicative competence

in ESL is that as brittan 197383 put
it communication is more than an exer-
cise

and social realitylanguage in information it assumes a role which
much of our reality is created through is equivalent if not identical to other

language use see berger & luckmann sociological categories such as structure
1966 edie 1976 this is not part of and culture
what everybody knows to the contrary

the linguistic ie man made basis of culture in the classroom
social reality goes virtually unnoticed

culture means different things to differ-
ent

social categories are seen as part of the
outside world along with physical surround-
ings

people with respect to learning a
second culture the most useful approachartifacts beliefs etc gumperz

1971a222 this relationship between is from the subjective viewpoint
and is not funda-

mental
language society only culture consists of whatever it

see fishman 197757 but truly
is one has to know or believe in

interactive order to operate in a manner accept-
ablelanguage is both the principal means to its members goodenough

whereby individuals externalize them-
selves

cited in hudson 198083
into the objectivations that

make up society and the means where-
by

the structure of meaning in culture and the
society talks back to these indi-

viduals
ability of members to become culturally

shaping them to its intentions competent is sometimes likened to that
lemert 1979154 of oflanguagelanguage

this aspect of language too has significant all the various nonverbalnon verbal dimen-
sionsimplications of culture are organized

deviance both as studied by sociolo-
gists

in patterned sets so as to incorporate
see for example scott & lyman coded information in a manner ana-

logous1970 and as determined in formal pro-
ceedings

to the sounds and words and
ce is an excellent example of the sentences of a natural language leach
linguistic creation of reality how does 197610 emphasis in the original
one demonstrate an attribute such as cha-
racter culture role in communi-

cation
plays aor a condition such as delinquency

which is somewhat similarother than with words this most fun-
damental the role of into syntactic knowledgeda aspect of language use is seldom of referentialthe decoding meaningsaddressed in ESL teaching gumperz 1971b330 also see ci-

courellanguage also preserves what is as 1974
berger and luckmann 196665 note
the edifice of legitimation is built upon and just as the ESL teachers speech be-

haviorlanguage and uses language as its principal is sociolinguisticallylinguisticallysocio appropriate
instrumentality one example of this is his or her other behavior is culturally ap-

propriatethe social inequality of the sexes which propriate treating male and female stu-
dentsis seen as perpetuated by language structure alike asking direct questions be-
havingwilden 1980767819807678 and usage patterns informally in class this is western

lakofflakoffl9785119785164197851 64 culture in this sense the presence of
culture in every classroom is quite unavoid-
ablesince language is always about something

rather than nothing even the language
produced by the ESL teacher and incor-
porated

what can and should be done is to
in the materials creates or reinforces recognize the inseparability of language

some social reality that relatively little and culture and deal actively with cul-
tureattention is paid to whose reality that is in ESL
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the basic recommendation then is to teach grsarsgrains in TESL do not ordinarily include
culture rather than leave it to be acquired quitureculture courses ochsner 1980 the teacher

often is in a position to know what the
teaching culture in ESL students particular social and cultural

needs will be and most ESL teachers have
teaching about american society is an adequate background in say american

likely to be no more productive than teach-
ing

culture by virtue of being native members
about english thus if culture is what of the culture

individuals know and believe general social
science description is of limited value according to the conceptual framework
another popular approach to culture is offered above ESL is always ESP even if
through literature but again there is a the special purpose is as broad as coping
limitation with a new sociocultural environment

learning about ones world is an ongoing
the is not with the value ofquarrel process of course for natives as well as
literature or art as a means to illus-
trate

for newcomers this amounts to a spiral
how the foreign people live curriculum where key items are covered

but rather with the restrictive inroad more than once at ever higher levels of com-
petencefiction offers as the major source pe tence topics sometimes taught in ESL

of information since many language
teachers feel uncomfortable dealing
with concepts and data of the social harry krasnick is an ESL instructor at
sciences they tend to rely too heavily columbia college vancouver BC
on literature to teach culture con-
sequently

he holds masters degrees in TESL
the common dual des-

criptor
and sociology and bachelors degrees

literature and culture has in law and psychology and has taught
itself become suspect it too often at the university of hawaii at hilo
means a little culture and a lot of simon fraser university Capilano
literature seelye 197415 college and vancouver community

college
at the same time some books specifically
designed for teaching culture exhibit what
J douglas 19705 calls the dichotomizing include survival skills norms and values
of the social world into morally disjunct associated with higher education eapEAPLAP
categories right side of the tracks versus informal topics such as jokes and insults
wrong side of the tracks emphasis in and of course basic aspects of linguistic
the original communication communicative compe-

tencethe united states is in fact what is missing generally are the
markedly segmented into neighbor-
hoods

three basic aspects of real life language use
residential areas and ghettos discussed earlier the full range of non-

verbalright and wrong sides of town lanier communication ways of doing things
197827 with language eg justifying ones be-

havior and the creation of social realityused to be a real good solid middle eg establishing a good reputation inclass neighborhood but its changing
johnson 19793 school or community these language

use topics along with basic social and cul-
turalfortunately there is an excellent cross cul data both subjective and objective

tural introduction to american values constitute the cultural component
and beliefs american cultural patterns
stewart 1972 which does treat culture all types of language ae4e arninglearning activities

in subjective terms and could be used as for students at all levels of english fluency
a reference guide in the type of approach can be oriented to culture for more ad-

vancedsuggested here students contact activities in the
community which form a part of some ESL

the basic resource for now must be the curricula offer obvious opportunities for
teacher though even graduate level pro cultural studies what do you have to
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say when returning unsatisfactory mer-
chandise

of the students culture even without cul-
turehow do you describe your own assimilatorsassimilatory or other formal materials

status in the most favorable or respectable teachers can adopt the subjective approach
way what does long hair on men mean to culture that is at the heart of this method

in class activitesactivities sometimes can be or-
ganized

student reaction to cultural material
around statuses and roles that are may provide a point of departure for follow-

upsocioculturally significant to the students activities involving cross cultural com-
parisonsfor instance nouns and verbs and direct parisons or other student generated commu-
nicationobjects can be studied together as they nication eg imitating modeling or

occur in real life eg counselor offers exaggerating before introducing new
advice approves courses maintains records methods of teaching culture it would be
policeman gives directions arrests law-
breakers

advisable to confront the practical aspects
directs traffic student attends eg establish that students do not object

classes does homework participates so-
cially

to learning culture survey students cultural
such a method has three important backgrounds to avoid uncomfortable si-

tuationscharacteristics grammar and syntax can tuations and of course decide how much
be treated in ordinary ways vocabulary culture to attempt to include it makes
is a direct function of actual student need sense too to start the culture teaching with
and culture is builtinbuilt in in principle this the norms and values of the language learn
method can be used at all levels ing situation itself eg values punctuality

individual responsibility equality informal-
ityanother method of potentially broad directness norms arrive on time

application is where students make attri-
butions

do not give or accept unauthorized assis-
tanceof meaning in one sense this is treat all classmates the same address

the opposite of role playing in role playing classmates by first names express personal
speaker actors start with some subjective ideas and feelings
conception or meaning which they try to
act out or display appropriately while in the suggestions offered above are only
the attribution method of culture teaching examples of incorporating a cultural orient-

ationhearer viewers are presented with some dis-
play

developing a conscious awatawarenesseness
or performance which they try to of ones own culture is a satisfying under-

takingunderstand or explain thus where role play in its own right and teachers who
ing tends to be production oriented the at-
tribution

wish to help others understand their culture
tribution method emphasizes receptive skills will surely develop many better methods

and techniques what is important at this
the teaching process begins with some point is to realize that the need and the

initial cultural input from the teacher or challenge are there
in written versions called culture assimilamassimila

tors see for example brislin 1981101-
105 the materials themselves the students
then apply the general cultural input to a referencesnumber of specific situations seeking to
make culturally accurate attributions as to argyle michael 1979 new developments
subjective meaning in use this method in the analysis of social skills in aaron
may appear indistinguishable from ordi-
nary

wolfgang ed nonverbal behavior
elicitation of language using visual new york academic press

or written stimuli the critical difference
can be seen in the fact that the teacher asks berger peter L and thomas luckmann
for example not what is the man doing 1966 the social construction of reality
but why is the man doing that or garden city NY anchor books
what is the man thinking A correct brislin richard W 1981 gosscross cultural

response to the question represents an encounters new york pergamon press
attribution based on the initial input as-
suming that the situation or behavior por-
trayed

brittan A 1973 meanings and situationsituationss
is not plainly obvious to members london routledge & kegan paul

I1
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cicourel aaron V 1974 cognitive socio-
logy

bondaleblondalebondale ill111111.ililiiiii southern illinois uni-
versitynew york the free press press

douglas jack D 1970 deviance and montagu ashley and floyd matson 1979

respectability the social construction the human connection new york
of moral meanings in jack D douglas mcgraw hill
ed deviance and respectability ochsner R 1980 A review of ESL com-

prehensivenew york basic books examinations in MA prog-
rams TESOL newsletter 14

douglas mary 1973 natural symbols
new york vintage books paulston christina B and mary N bruder

1976 teaching english as a second
douglas mary 1978 do dogs laugh language techniques and procedures

A cross cultural approach to body sym-
bolism

cambridge mass winthrop publishers
in T polhemus ed social saville troike muriel 1976 foundations

aspects of the human body middlesex secondfor teaching english as a language
penguin books englewood cliffs N J prentice hall

edie james 1976 speaking and meaning schutz alfred 1972 the phenomenology
bloomington indiana university press of the social world london heinemann

fishman joshua A 1977 the socio-
logy

educational books
of language yesterday today scott marvin B and stanford M lyman

and tomorrow in roger cole ed 1970 accounts deviance and social
current issues in linguistic theory order in jack D douglas ed de-

viancebloomington indiana university press and respectability new york
gumperz john J 1971a197 la the relation basic books

of linguisticlioguistic to social categories in seelye H ned 1974 teaching culture
anwar S dil ed language in social skokie ill111111.iiiliiili national textbooks com-

panygroups essays by john J gumperz
stanford stanford university press

speier matthew 1973 how to observe
gumperz john J 1971b197 ib bilingualism face to face communication a socio-

logicalbidialectalism and classroom interaction introduction pacific palisades
in anwar S dil ed language in calif goodyeargoody ear publishing company
social groups essays by john J gumperz
stanford stanford university press stevick earl W 1976 memory meaning

& method rowley mass newbury
hudson R A 1980 sociolingusociolinguisticsSocio linguisticsis ticsbics house publishers

cambridge cambridge university press

hymes dell 1974 foundations in socio stewart edward C 1972 american
linguistics philadelphia university cultural patterns lagrange park ill111111.iiiililii
of pennsylvania press intercultural network

johnson merriloujerrilouJerrilou 1979 living language widdowson henry G 1978 teaching
rowley mass newbury house pub-
lishers

language as communication oxford
oxford university press

lakoff robin 1975 language and wo wilden tony 1980 the imaginary ca-
nadianmans place new york harper & row vancouver BC pulp press

lanier alison R 1978 living in the wolfgang aaron 1979 the teacher and
USA chicago intercultural press nonverbal behavior in the multiculturalmulticultural

classroom in aaron edleach edmund 1976 culture and com-
munication

wolfgang
nonverbal behavior new york aca-
demicmunication cambridge cambridge press

university press

lemert charles C 1979 sociology and
the twilight of man homocentrism and
discourse in sociological theory car




